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Abstract
The existence of Gardu Toll Otomatis (GTO), automatic toll payment, becomes a
general model for every toll payment in Indonesia. Almost toll payment models in
Indonesia have a paper printout as received which is often wasted. This condition
happens since not all the driver needs a paper proof of the transaction. Therefore, the
wasted paper will occur everywhere for 24 h. Furthermore, in this work the design of
printout system using a more efficient printout model with rotation feeding method
has developed printout system. In this work, the rotation mechanism system is applied
through product design engineering through Industry 4.0. This system is made by
removing the printout paper that remains present to the driver who needs it, but not
wasted because of the driver who does not need it. There are three important steps
as follows; in the first step, the printout paper appears in a special tray which is easy to
reach and takes for those who need it. In the second step, the paper will remain in the
tray for the driver who did not pick it up and final step, the tray with paper printout will
rotate mechanically back into the GTO machine to be destroyed by a paper shredder.
The experiment of the paper printout system has been carried out. The results show
that the proposed approach produces a better accuracy and efficiency. Experimental
results show the testing accuracy of 90 %. The system confirms the effectiveness of
the proposed paper printout system for the GTO.

Keywords: Digital technology; digital transformation; electronic banking; online
payment; electronic wallet.

1. Main text

Digital technology plays important role in nowadays advance developed technology.

One of the emerging technologies is Internet of thing (IOT) which is one of the main key

of the industry revolution 4.0 [1]. Many of the digital technology, such as automated teller
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machine (ATM), Electronic Banking (E-Banking), Mobile Banking (M- Banking), Electronic

Money (E-Money), Online payment, Electronic Wallet etc., are also rapidly used as a

trading transaction nowadays. Currently, the electronic payment receipt or electronic

receipt (e-receipt) is also starting to become more popular to be the evidence of the

trading transaction. A private company in the UK has been providing e-receipts in

Europe since 2009 [2]. E-receipt integrates with data collection systems in various

companies. As a result, not only the environments rescued by the reduced use of

paper for conventional receipts, but also benefits the consumer, the agency where the

consumer works, and the provider of the e-receipt itself, since the budget of providing

the paper to print the receipt of the transaction is reduced significantly. However, in

many developing countries such as Indonesia, the paper payment receipt still became

the main form of the payment evident in many transactions.

The implementation of the paper payment received is also applied in automatic toll

gate. The customer will reduce the amount of money automatically from the customer

card. There are many advance technologies applied in the Highway Automatic Gate,

such as, RFID technology and the payment through social messenger [3], the RFID

technology also applied for the toll gate and GSM technology [4]. However, the use

of paper as payment receipt still became very popular in many trading transactions. In

Indonesia the conventional payment received, such as paper still become a popular

and high demand in trading transactions [5]. Therefore, in the future the conventional

payment received are still becoming primary popular and usable. The same thing also

happens in the payment activity of highway usage in general in Indonesia. Although the

era of e-money has been applied nationally, the transaction proof process still remains

a paper structure.

Based on the interview with an Indonesia highway officer, there are several model

and transaction systems have been proposed. However, not all the highway users have

the same need. Generally, the proposed of technology capable to produce electronic

receipts still cannot be applied, since not everyone has a personal special bank account,

even many people still do not have a bank account at all. Ideally, if the whole community

has at least one bank account number and integrated with the electronics citizenship

card, such as (e-KTP card). This e-KTP known as Kartu Tanda Penduduk, translated as

National Citizen ID, then this can already be integrated with all types of transactions.

The use of the electronics-toll card (e-toll card) or electronic money (e-money) is one

of the simplest transaction solutions to be used in this era of electronic transactions

[6]. In this transaction the owner of the e-money card does not have to be owned
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by people with only bank accounts, but also for people who do not have any bank

account. Therefore, the e-money system was designed to require no integration of card

data with the card owner at all, consequently no transaction information can be sent to

the cardholder electronically. This is the real condition why the transaction receipt still

exists as one of the proofs of legitimate transactions. Due to that reason, the payment

received in automatic highway Gate (GTO) is still based on paper [4]. Therefore, it is

important to design GTO machine in the such way that, the minimize the payment

received to be wasted.

2. Problem statement

Problems arising from the system of providing a paper payment receipt as a physic

evident of every transaction. Therefore, a paper payment evident are always generated

in every highway automatic gate (GTO). This condition is resulting in the waste paper

payment of the substation machine which is not fully needed and taken by the rider, so

the paper payment evident to be scattered at any time for 24 h. This condition results

by many paper blows in the road, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The unused received e-toll payment which blow everywhere.

Based on the statistical survey, many of the GTO customers are not requiring a paper

as evidence of payment, as shown in Table 1. The statistical result shows that among all

toll users, only 28 % customer keeps the evidence of payment paper and 78 % customer

disposed the evidence. Furthermore, it can be seen from the graphic in Figure 2, that

the number of the customer who is taking the receipt paper is lesser than the number of
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the customer who are not taking the receipt papers. Therefore, it is very reasonable that

the straw paper waste is very easy to find scattered around toll payment substations.

Table 1: The result of the sampling data of the stopping time in the GTO station with the average of waiting
time is 7.91 sec

Retrieve Payment Receipt Do Not Retrieve Payment Receipt Total
Vehicles

Survey 1

GTO Gate A 123 33 % 253 67 % 376

GTO Gate B 152 34 % 301 66 % 453

GTO Gate C 92 24 % 292 76 % 384

Survey 2

GTO Gate A 53 26 % 152 74 % 205

GTO Gate B 57 22 % 201 78 % 258

GTO Gate C 71 28 % 183 72 % 254

Survey 3

GTO Gate A 53 26 % 152 74 % 205

GTO Gate B 73 30 % 167 70 % 240

GTO Gate C 97 32 % 205 68 % 302

Survey 4

GTO Gate A 83 29 % 199 71 % 282

GTO Gate B 102 40 % 152 60 % 254

GTO Gate C 57 25 % 172 75 % 229

Based on that data, the use of paper payment received as evidence in the transaction

still cannot be replaced by the electronic evidence. This is because the identity person

data and the financial service account (bank) of that person is not integrated yet.

Therefore, the electronics transaction evidence is not applicable. Besides, people are

still trust and prefer the physic evident of the transaction [5].

3. Research questions

There are two important research questions have been proposed in this paper, namely

firstly, how to deal with the proof of the transaction at the gate of the highway in the

form of paper payment receipt to not be scattered everywhere. Secondly, what kind of

design paper tray and design method can be reduced to unused paper's structures.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: The comparison of the GTO customer which taken and not taken the payment receipt (a) survey
1, (b) survey 2, (c) survey 3, (d) survey 4.

4. Purpose of study

The objective of the study is to give the alternative solution in order to solve the problem

in highway automatic gate (GTO). This problem happened from wasted paper payment

receipt which sometimes scattered everywhere and unclean environment.

5. Conceptual models

In order to achieve the objective, there are many researches of a reducing paper

receipt waste has been done, such as by giving the choice button whether the highway

user willing to print the receipt or not. This idea is good, however there is still has a

drawback, since the printing process will run when the button is pressed. This condition

will generate additional time for the vehicle to stop a few seconds. This process is

causing the received the paper payment can be suppressed because the customers

who do not need the physical evidence will not get any.
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One other solution to solve the problem of garbage receipt at the toll gate that will

be described in this research is by the approach of the mechanism of paper payment

receipt, where the paper struck out of the printer machine will be offered to the driver

and will move or rotate or shift to another place if not taken by the driver, and directly

destroyed through an integrated paper shredder.

Figure 3: The paper tray mechanism concept of the proposed system.

Figure 3 shows the proposed paper tray system applied in this work. There are six

important work steps of the proposed system. Firstly, the system starts with scanning the

electronics e- toll card by the customer to the tollgate. In the second step, the toll-cost

displayed on the toll-monitor, and received is printed. Then, it is released through the

paper tray, with the holding paper tray to make the customer easy to hold and withdraw.

Up to this step, if the customer does not want to take the received paper after

passing through the gate, then paper tray scrolls down automatically and the paper

still hold of the paper tray. The next step is the paper tray will go mechanically to the
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Paper Shredder machine which will shred the toll received paper. In the last steps, the

empty paper tray is ready to receive another paper toll received which are not taken

by the customer by the next transaction. This process will continue repeating the same

steps. This paper focus on the mechanical approaches, as compared to the ubiquitous

system of toll payment that provides Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) on the other

toll gate in Indonesia and abroad [6--8]. Furthermore, the mechanical versus automatic

payment systems are within feasibilities studies in Indonesia, to be integrated as part of

infrastructure, traffic management and transportation development toward smart cities

all across Indonesia [9, 10].

Based on the comparativemeasurement results between the existing toll gate and the

simulated results of the experimental tool carried out, as shown in Figure 4 and Figure

5, respectively. It can be concluded, that the printed paper has the same print speed

as the existing condition. However, the simulated result has the easiest way to pick up

by the customer compare to the existing toll gate. The paper strap does not bind each

other as it happened in the existing condition. In the simulation result, the paper which

is not taken will be destroyed immediately when the paper tray has been in the position

of removing the paper receipt into the position of destruction. Customers shortly after

tapping and retrieving paper has a faster density than the existing condition where the

loose paper is chaotic because it is tied together. Thus, technically and method, this

system succeeded in giving solution in answer the problem that happened.

Figure 4: The sampling time data the taken paper receipt in toll Gate every transaction with waiting time
of 7.91 s
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Figure 5: Time elapse for every transaction with a waiting time of 4.41 s

6. Conclusion

The design concept of developing the system of payment system structure in GTO with

receipt sending method is developed in this paper. The solution is simple, effective and

easy to apply. This solution enables to solve the problem that often happens. The paper

will not be wasted wherever not used, easy to reach if needed, and the results of waste

from the paper can be directly recycled. Another benefit of this proposed system is also

the officers at the machine location just simply monitor the capacity of waste generated

regularly in the shredder. In addition, the waiting speed when the transaction can be

shortened more significantly.
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